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ABSTRACT

Most software visualization systems and tools are designed
from a single-user perspective and are bound to the desktop,
IDEs, and the web. Few tools are designed with sufficient
support for the social aspects of understanding software such
as collaboration, communication, and awareness. This research aims at supporting co-located collaborative software
analysis using software visualization techniques and multitouch tables. The research will be conducted via qualitative
user experiments which will inform the design of collaborative software visualization applications and further our understanding of how software developers work together with
multi-touch user interfaces.
H1.2 [User/Machine Systems]: Human Factors; H5.2 [Information interfaces and presentation]:
User Interfaces. - Multi-touch user interfaces.
ACM Classification:

General terms:

Experimentation, Human Factors.

Keywords: Multi-touch user interfaces, software visualization, user evaluation.
1. INTRODUCTION

Everything we do in society ranging from web browsing to
purchasing items depends on reliable software. Maintaining
existing large and complex systems requires understanding
the underlying software. Understanding the complex structure and behaviour of large software systems is a hard task.
Software visualization aims to help understanding with techniques to visualize the structure, behaviour, and evolution of
software [4]. Understanding software is often a social activity and involves teams of software developers. The field
of CSCW explores how users behave with digital tools during collaborative work. Few studies have explored how tools
support collaborative software understanding [12] and collaborative software visualization [19].
Most software visualization systems and tools are designed
from a single-user perspective and are bound to the desktop,
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Integrated Development Environments (IDE) like Eclipse,
and the web. These design decisions do not allow users in
a co-located environment (within the same room) to easily
collaborate, communicate, or be aware of each others activities to analyse software [19]. Multi-touch user interfaces are
an interactive technique that allows single or multiple users
to collaboratively control graphical displays with more than
one finger, mouse pointer, or tangible object on various kinds
of surfaces and devices.
The goal of this research is to investigate whether multitouch interaction techniques are more effective for co-located
collaborative software visualization than existing single user
desktop interaction techniques. The research will be conducted by user experiments to observe how users interact
and collaborate with a multi-touch software visualization application. Users will complete a sequence of scenarios that
involve software understanding tasks using the software visualization application and a low-cost multi-touch table.
2. METHODOLOGY

A qualitative research approach will be used for the methodology as it is well suited for giving an overview of a situation and to examine how and why certain users behave in
certain environments [3]. The qualitative approach includes
observational studies conducted as part of the design process
and in situ interviews. These approaches have been successfully adopted within the CSCW community to understand the
different behaviour of users with tools during collaborative
work. These approaches have bee adopted to provide insight
into the design of tabletop displays for information visualization [7], visual analytics [8], and collaborative design [17]. A
similar approach will be adopted for this research.
A significant barrier to exploring multi-touch table applications is the cost of the necessary hardware and software.
Commercial multi-touch tables such as Microsoft Surface,
Mitsubishi DiamondTouch, or Smart Touch Tables cost many
thousands of dollars and are well beyond the reach of consumers and most research labs. Many research groups are
addressing the problem of the cost of commercial multitouch tables by developing their own low-cost multi-touch
tables [5, 6, 11]. For this research a rear diffused illumination multi-touch table will be built [16, 20].
Multi-touch programming toolkits will first be surveyed and
then a software visualization application for the multi-touch
table will be built using one of these toolkits. Successful soft-

ware visualization techniques for understanding the structure
of large software systems will be identified and then adopted
and modified where necessary for the application. Where
appropriate new multi-touch software visualization gestures
will be designed.
Once a multi-touch software visualization application has
been built user experiments will be conducted. The purpose
of the user experiments is to investigate whether the design
of the multi-touch interaction techniques are more effective
for co-located collaborative software visualization than existing single user interaction techniques. The design of the
multi-touch software visualization application and user experiments will follow an iterative cycle using a grounded
evaluation process to validate the design decisions [9].

(a) Polymetric Views on large visualization wall.

3. PRELIMINARY RESULTS

Different information visualization tools and toolkits have
been explored to create visualizations of software metrics [1].
Polymetric Views [13] have been identified as a successful visualization technique for understanding the structure
of large software systems and have been widely adopted by
many tools including Code Crawler [14], CodeCity [22], and
Lagrein [10].
As part of identifying Polymetric Views a user study was
conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of one of the techniques, a modified version of the System Hotspots View, using a large visualization wall [2]. Figure 1(a) illustrates the
large visualization wall which has 12 screens for a total display of 10240 x 4800 pixels. The study asked 14 participants
to identify key measurements and comparisons of the package and classes from the Java Standard API version 1.6 using the System Hotspots View displayed on the visualization
wall. The results indicated that users were able to effectively
use the modified System Hotspots View to explore the example domain. However, there were issues around interacting
with the visualization wall as the images were static and hard
for the user to manipulate. The results of this study led to exploring the more interactive multi-touch interface paradigm.
A prototype rear DI multi-touch table was built by adapting an existing trolley table to create a 28 inch multi-touch
surface. The tabletop used 5mm of clear acrylic glass (top,
detection layer) and 3mm of Plexiglas RP 99561 (bottom,
projection layer). The projector was a Sony VPS 1300 XGA
at 1024x768 (4:3) resolution. The image was bounced off
a mirror onto the bottom of the projection layer. A Sony
PS3 Eye camera was modified to see only infrared. Two infrared LED security spotlights (850 nanometers) were purchased from a local electronics store. Community Core Vision (CCV)1 1.2 was used for blob detection. A MacBook
Pro operating MacOSX 10.5.8 with 4GB RAM and 2.6GHz
Intel Core 2 Duo was used for hosting the detection software
and the client applications.

(b) Rear DI multi-touch table.

(c) Multi-touch Polymetric Views.

Figure 1: Preliminary Results.

only operate in dark lighting conditions. The mirror caused
ghosting effects with the displayed image, the frame rate of
the camera was too slow for detecting fast movement, and
the table was not very portable.

A number of issues were discovered from building the prototype table. The size of the touch surface was too small
for two or more users, and the projection layer caused IR
hotspots, created a poor viewing angle for users, and could

Figure 1(b) illustrates the second and improved larger rear DI
multi-touch table with an example from the MT4J toolkit2 .
The table is made out of a steel frame, with wooden slidable
panels, and sturdy wheels for portability. The touch surface
of the table is 1080mm width, 680mm depth, 1280mm di-

1 http://ccv.nuigroup.com

2 http://www.mt4j.org

agonal which is approximately 50 inches. The height of the
table is 930mm. The tabletop uses 3mm of clear acrylic glass
(top, detection layer) and 5mm of Plexiglas RP 7D006 (bottom, projection layer) which removes the IR hotspot issue,
allows a greater viewing angle, and can be used in natural
light. A Sanyo PLC WXL46 WXGA at 1280x768 (16:10)
resolution short throw projector is used, which removes the
mirror ghosting issue. The projector is mounted to a draw
which helps with portability as the draw slides out when in
operation and closed when transporting. The same Sony PS3
camera is used but with a wide angle lens mounted to cover
the larger touch surface. Eight infrared LED bars from Environmental Lights and four LED security spotlights are used.
CCV 1.3 is used which allows higher frame rates and a Dell
Optiplex 780 operating Windows Vista with 4GB RAM and
2.7GHz Intel Core 2 Duo for both client and server.
Figure 1(c) shows a multi-touch System Hotspots View for
the JGraph application (Java graph application) that was implemented using the TUIOZones library3 , a Processing library4 . The figure shows just two packages from JGraph with
about 10 classes in each package. Users can drag and resize
packages and select classes to see their inner details.
4. CONTRIBUTIONS

The first contribution will be a multi-touch software visualization tool called SourceVis that supports collaborative
software visualization on the multi-touch table. SourceVis
will display metrics-based visualizations of the Java software
from the Qualitas Corpus [21] which is a collection of Java
programs to be used for empirical software engineering. The
initial visualization technique for SourceVis will use modified versions of all the different Polymetric Views [13].
Each of the different Polymetric Views will be implemented
following an iterative cycle beginning with the view that
gives an overview of a system and progressing to the views
that give more finer details about a system. The first view will
be the System Hotspots View as that focuses on packages.
The System Complexity view will come next as that shows
the different relationships between packages and classes. The
Class Blueprint will then follow as that is concerned with
looking at the inner details of classes. Finally, views concerned with inheritance, methods, and attributes will be implemented.
SourceVis will support many of the user defined set of gestures [23]. Some of these gestures include tap for select,
dragging an object with one finger, rotating and resizing
an object with two fingers, manipulating the background by
zooming in and out and scrolling up and down, and grouping objects by drawing a shape around them with one finger. During the iterative development cycle domain specific
gestures for software visualization will become apparent and
where necessary these gestures will be implemented within
the visualizations. Gestures will be required to switch between different visualizations and allow users to have independent views of the software being visualized.
In addition to the Polymetric Views the visualizations will be
3 http://jlyst.com/tz/
4 http://processing.org

augmented with the source code from the applications and
associated Javadoc in different views to provide comprehensive documentation. For example a user will be able to select
a package or class in the visualization and the source code or
associated Javadoc page will be displayed in another view on
the multi-touch user interface.
The main (second) contribution of the research will be user
experiments conducted with SourceVis to collect qualitative data. The user experiment design will involve withinsubjects testing [15]. Each experiment will have up to three
users working as a group and they will get to use all the tools
that are being tested. The tools include SourceVis and some
of the single user tools that implement the Polymetric Views
as cited earlier. The other software visualization tools will
be setups on a desktop computer. Each group will start with
either SourceVis or one of the tools that implement Polymetric Views and then switch around to use the other tools. The
purpose for doing a within-subjects test is to see how the different technology influences the groups behaviour, whether
their behaviour is different, and how the technology leads to
different kinds of discoveries they can make.
A representative sample of applications from the Qualitas
Corpus will be selected. Different Java applications will be
used with each different tool. This is to avoid the bias of
users becoming experts from learning the structure of one
Java application with a tool and then using the knowledge
gained about that application with the next tool.
The tasks for each experiment will involve software maintenance scenarios where participants will answer questions
about the structure of the Java applications [12, 18]. Some
example questions could include: “what are the largest packages and classes in the application?”, “what class has grown
the most between the different versions of the application?”,
and “what classes are coupled the most with other classes?”
Participants in the experiments will be professional and student software developers who will be recruited from local
mailing lists and from within the department. With each participant’s consent their actions will be recorded with screen
capture software and video recording. Participants will be
asked to use the think aloud protocol which focuses on users
talking about their actions, perceptions, and expectations regarding the interface and functionality [15]. Getting the users
to talk about their actions and thoughts will help to gain insight into how each user views the computer system, identification of their misconceptions, and what parts of the interface
cause the most problems.
5. CONCLUSIONS

The goal of this research is to investigate whether multitouch interaction techniques are more effective for co-located
collaborative software visualization than existing single user
interaction techniques to understand the complex structure
of large software systems. The preliminary results of the research have identified software visualization techniques for
understanding the structure of large systems and conducted
a user study of a Polymetric View. Two multi-touch tables
have been built, multi-touch toolkits have been explored,
and some multi-touch software visualization prototypes have

been implemented. The contributions of this research includes implementing a multi-touch software visualization application and conducting user experiments to observe the interaction behaviour of software developers with the multitouch table and application. The results will inform the design of collaborative software visualization applications and
further our understanding of how software developers work
together with multi-touch user interfaces.
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